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DELTABELL-WE
Superior and tasteful security presence
The perfect around-the-clock visual deterrent that maximises outdoor security on any property. The 
Grade 2 Deltabell-WE delivers a highly audible siren, strobe and a choice of coloured
bases and lids to ward off burglars and complement every building.

Deterring burglars from breaking in

Our latest 
version, now with 

CR123A
batteries
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DELTABELL-WE

Fast and easy installation with a unique levelling 
mechanism

Consisting of four rotating guide holes and a spirit
level, every installation can be adapted for an efficient
and professional finish, without the need to line up,
screw or drill multiple holes.

Work with both hands thanks to the Deltabell-WE's 
hinged lid

Every Deltabell-WE cover is hinged and locks into
place for the easiest installation and service.
Additionally, when the time comes to replace batteries, its
CR123A batteries are easy to get to and swap out. 

Meet the required security standard

The Grade 2 Deltabell-WE offers high security protection 
for users, with easy installation and maintenance for 
installers.

Superbly stylish with fully customisable options

Pick the base from either red, green, white, amber,
blue or black and then pick the lid from red, white,
yellow, black, blue or chrome for the desired look.

Beat the burglar with tamper protection

Any sabotage attempts from the front or back, or
power supply cut off will result in an alarm activation,
independently from the control panel. This ensures
maximum security is maintained against accidental or
malicious tampering of the system.

Engineer hold-off for noise free maintenance

When the siren is initially powered and the tamper switch is 
open, the siren will not activate, allowing for safe, noise-
free installation and maintenance.

The remote Engineer hold-off feature enables easy 
maintenance and servicing as it removes any possibility of 
unwanted activation.

Faster installation, less invasion, upsell opportunities 
and the same superior security with two-way wireless 
technology

• No wires, no fuss

As the system is fully wireless, there is no need to run wiring 
by drilling through walls, saving you time and money.

• One-Push-To-Learn

This feature allows you to add the Deltabell onto the system 
in seconds with one simple button for easy installation. 

Partcode DELTABELL-WE2

Key features

Sound output 100dB(A) @ 1m

Number of piezos 1

Strobe LED P

Engineer hold-off P

Comfort LED P

Front and rear tamper protection P

3V Lithium battery included 4 x CR123A

Signal Strength Indicators (SSI) P

Battery life (up-to) 2 years

Warranty 2 years

Accessories

Polycarbonate base
(sold separately to DELTA/MOD-WE)

P

Cover
(sold separately to DELTA/MOD-WE)

P

Certifications

Electrical conformity CE and UKCA

EN50131 Grade 2

Environmental class IV

• Signal Strength Indicators (SSI)

The SSI feature enables Enforcer wireless devices to be optimally  
positioned during installation, without the need to refer 
back to the panel. 

• Instant Two-Way Device Control (ITDC)

This enables the instant wake up and instant sleep of each
Enforcer wireless device on the system to preserve battery
power and operability, all while maintaining security.

Protected whatever the weather with sealed electronics

The electronic components are protected by a fully sealed
unit with a rubber gasket, so that the siren remains
protected in even the harshest environment. This also provides
added peace of mind that the siren will always activate
in the event of an alarm.

Attention grabbing alarms with the single piezo siren and strobe

Upon an alarm activation, the Deltabell-WE produces a loud 
audible siren and bright flashing strobe to alert the user and deter 
intruders.


